
Lots of counting this week, we are looking at different ways of counting to 20.  Firstly in ones and then we are skip counting in 2’s to twenty.  The 

children may find the teen numbers more difficult but it is good practice to have a go at them.  I have added a few addition and subtraction sums into 

the mental maths section.  It is good to take the ‘little and often approach’ with these just one or two a day would be great, my boys use to do one while I 

got their breakfast for them! Over the next few weeks we will be counting in 2, 5 and 10’s so any skip counting while you are out and about is great. 
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Mental Maths: Counting to twenty 

  Count in ones while you are walking, for odd numbers walk, for even number hop. 

 Count to twenty:  Whisper odd numbers and use a louder voice for even numbers. 

 Rhyme Even Steven and Odd Bod.  Squeaky voice for Steven and deep voice for Bod. 

 Practice number formation to twenty: Rainbow writing, shaving foam, mud, sand or pencil on a piece of paper! 

 Do 3 addition sums and 3 subtraction sums on a piece of paper either 1-10 or 1-20 

 Skip count in two’s to twenty and walk the plank in your garden, you could write the numbers on pieces of paper along the plank (anything 

will do)to help remember 

Activity 1  

 I spy sheet and checklist to 20. 

 This lesson could be done in a practical method instead:   place a selection of items on the table ie pasta, Lego, toy cars etc 

 Make a check list for your child. 

 Children then count the items and write the amount on the checklist.  

 

 

Activity 2 

 Make row of  5 sandcastles  

 Add 2 windows to the first sandcastle and write two underneath. 

 Add 4 windows to the second one and write 4 underneath.  Continue doing this until you reach 10.  



 You will need to make bigger sandcastles and have two sheets of paper if you want to reach ten. 

 If the weather is sunny you could draw them in chalk outside and add pebbles for the windows but remember to write the number underneath. 

 

Activity 3 

 Thread wool through the hole by the correct number skip counting 2’s to 20.  

 You can use a paper plate or a piece of card.  Your child will need your help setting this task up. 

 You can either make one to 20 or one to 10 depending. 

 

Activity 4 

 Make leaf boats write 2, 4, and 6,8,10 etc. Felt tip on the main sail (one of the leafs).  Can you have a good game with them outside? 

Do they float? 

 Write the number on the sail.  You could write a number line for your child with the even number larger than the odd numbers and possibly a 

different colour as well. 

 Next your child can put the stem of the ‘sail’ through the leaf they are using for the boat. Sturdy leaves are the best for the boat. 

 Your boats could have a race in a tub of water, which one wins if you blow them. 

Useful Links and Videos 

 https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+in+twos+song&&view=detail&mid=FB34722DD157472C0478FB34722DD157472C

0478&&FORM=VDRVRV  Counting in two’s song. It goes to 50 and then to 100 but you can stop it at 20 if you want. 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+in+twos+song&&view=detail&mid=FB34722DD157472C0478FB34722DD157472C0478&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+in+twos+song&&view=detail&mid=FB34722DD157472C0478FB34722DD157472C0478&&FORM=VDRVRV


 





 


